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	Nearly any application you build requires some form of output. And the output format may change on a regular basis, which can lead to a heavy maintenance burden and a restrictive test cycle. But by utilizing the power of the Velocity template engine, you can integrate templated output into your application, decoupling the application logic from the output format.


	Pro Jakarta Velocity: From Professional to Expert leads leads you immediately toward configuration and setup, all the way through to full-blown application development. This is not merely a book about web development, as the multipurpose Velocity does more than replace JSP. Instead, this book demonstrates many alternative Velocity uses. This in-depth book also shows you how to integrate Velocity development and use it with other open-source frameworks and tools, such as Spring and Apache Struts.
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Enterprise Services with the .NET Framework: Developing Distributed Business Solutions with .NET Enterprise ServicesAddison Wesley, 2005
Enterprise Services with the .NET Framework is the only book that experienced  .NET developers need to learn how to write distributed, service-oriented  applications that take full advantage of Microsoft Enterprise Services. Filled  with clear, runnable examples in C# (with Visual Basic .NET examples available  on the Web), this book will quickly...
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501 Web Site Secrets: Unleash the Power of Google®, Amazon®, eBay® and MoreJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Do more than you ever thought possible with search engines, portals, and e-commerce sites! Packed with insider tips, tricks, timesavers, and workarounds, this unique guide shows you step by step how to make the most of today’s most popular Web sites. From putting Google in your browser and personalizing Yahoo! to finding bargains on Amazon...
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Pro JavaFX 2: A Definitive Guide to Rich Clients with Java TechnologyApress, 2012

	In Pro JavaFX 2: A Definitive Guide to Rich Clients with Java Technology, Jim Weaver, Weiqi Gao, Stephen Chin, Dean Iverson, and Johan Vos show you how you can use the JavaFX platform to create rich-client Java applications. You'll see how JavaFX provides a powerful Java-based UI platform capable...
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Learning Puppet for Windows ServerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Organize your Windows environment using Puppet tools to unload administrative burdens in a short time!
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		Learn to install and implement a Puppet server for Windows administration
	
		Script Puppet manifests, functions, templates and facts for Windows
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Destroying the VillageColumbia University Press, 1998

	Up until the mid-1950s President Dwight D. Eisenhower believed that waging all-out war against an enemy
	threatening to end your national existence was right, natural, and necessary. In the wake of World War Two
	this was hardly a controversial position, as memories of Munich, Pearl Harbor, and Adolf Hitler had made the
	notion of just...
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The Mueller Report: The Final Report of the Special Counsel into Donald Trump, Russia, and CollusionSkyhorse Publishing, 2019

	NOW A NEW YORK TIMES, WASHINGTON POST, WALL STREET JOURNAL, USA TODAY, AND PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER.

	

	There has never been a more important political investigation than Robert S. Mueller III's into President Donald Trump's possible collusion with Russia. His...
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